Schools to Give Instruction in Useful Trades
Manual training is deserving of far more attention than it has received. Schools
should be established that, in addition to the highest mental and moral culture,
shall provide the best possible facilities for physical development and industrial
training. Instruction should be given in agriculture, manufactures--covering as
many as possible of the most useful trades--also in household economy, healthful
cookery, sewing, hygienic dressmaking, the treatment of the sick, and kindred
lines. Gardens, workshops, and treatment rooms
should be provided, and the work in every line
should be under the direction of skilled instructors. The work should have a definite aim and
should be thorough. While every person needs
some knowledge of different handicrafts, it is indispensable that he become proficient in at least
one. {Child Guidance, p. 357}

Intermediate Sewing Class Objective to teach finishing techniques (like French seams),
and teach basic pattern fitting and alteration.

All registered students are responsible
for their own sewing supplies (listed
below). For those traveling on planes
who can’t bring their sewing machines
one will be available for the duration
of the class.

Prerequisite for the Intermediate Sewing Class:


How to take and read measurements



A Knowledge of your sewing machine



How to read, alter, and cut a pattern



A knowledge of the different fabrics

Recommended Sewing Supplies:

 1 pair cutting shears (Fiskar, Weiss and Gingher are good brands)
 Good quality straight pins (in














pin cushion or small
box) Note: magnetic pin
containers may damage
computer discs
tape measure (not pull-out)
6” metal sewing gauge, for
measuring (Dritz or other
brand)
assortment of sewing machine
needles
needle threader
seam ripper
marking pencils (best suitable
for your fabric)
Dual quality matching thread
Correct sewing machine bob
bins
Invisible zipper foot
Fabric (to make Skirt D)
1/2 yard light weight interface
ing
Notions listed on Pattern #6492




When traveling on the plane, wrap your scissors in
your fabric so it doesn’t puncture anything.
To avoid shrinkage, wash and press your fabric if it
is machine washable.
To avoid shrinkage, have your fabric dry cleaned if
it’s not machine washable.

This
One

Where to take your Measurements
You will need your Tru-Fit body measurements
to determine what pattern size to purchase and
the amount of fabric needed.
DO NOT USE the recommended sizes on
the pattern!
Measure in good underwear.
Bring this form with you to class.
Bust (fullest part):____________
Waist (at your belly button):______________
Hips (9” below waist):______________
Arm length:_____________
Dress length (from top of shoulder to your
desired length):______________

Don’t forget, bring this sheet with you to class!

